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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we investigate the low coverage problem of efficient broadcast protocols in

wireless ad hoc networks with realistic physical layer models. To minimize energy

consumption, efficient protocols aim to select small set of forward nodes and minimum

transmission radii. In ideal physical layer model, nodes within forward nodes’ transmission

ranges can definitely receive packets; therefore energy efficient protocols can guarantee

full coverage for broadcasting. However, in networks with a realistic physical layer, nodes

can only receive packets with probability. We present an analytical model to show that the

transmission radii used for nodes can be used to establish a tradeoff between minimizing

energy consumption and ensuring network coverage. We then propose a mechanism called

redundant radius, which involves using two transmission radii, to form a buffer zone that

guarantees the availability of logical links in the physical network, one for broadcast tree

calculation and the other for actual data transmission. With this mechanism, we extend

well-known centralized protocols, BIP and DBIP, and corresponding localized protocols,

LBIP and LDBIP. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme in improving network coverage

is validated analytically and by simulation.

Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Wireless ad hoc networks have emerged recently

because of their potential applications in various situations

such as battlefield, emergency rescue, and conference

environments [1–4]. They are composed of possibly mobile

devices such as sensors, laptop, or PDAs. Communications

occur over a radio channel where the ranges are limited,

and only close devices can communicate to each other.

Therefore, devices must cooperate to complete tasks. In

such network, broadcast is an indispensable operation

needed for route discovery, information dissemination,

publishing services, data gathering, task distribution,

alarming, time synchronization, and so on. As devices rely

on batteries with limited capacity, one of the most impor-

tant criterion when designing communication protocols is

energy efficiency.

The objective of efficient protocols is to minimize the

total energy consumption for a broadcast task. Tree-based

broadcasts provide the best energy efficiency since they try

to select as small as possible forward nodes. Since energy

consumption depends on transmission ranges, a straight-

forward way is to use radius as small as possible, normally

right the distance between the forward node and its

farthest relay node (shown in Fig. 1). This observation

has been explored and applied in most previously pro-

posed efficient protocols. However, their schemes are

based on a common foundational assumption of an ideal

physical layer model in which nodes within transmission

range can definitely receive packets. However, it is not

realistic in most practical situations. In reality the received

power levels may show significant variations around the

area mean power so that nodes can only receive packets

with probabilities. In ad hoc networks with a realistic
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physical layer, therefore, original tree-based efficient

broadcast may suffer very low network coverage (shown

in Fig. 2).

The low coverage problem of tree-based protocols is

especially notable in networks with directional antennas

compared to that with omni antennas, since directional

antennas have less coverage redundancy. In Fig. 3 node s

triggers one broadcast task and selects node j as its relay

node. When node s and j apply omni antennas for emis-

sions, node i is under the transmission range of both of

them. However when they employ directional antennas

and the beam width is narrowed, the overlapping on node

i disappears. Since at this time node i has only one chance

to receive a packet, the successful reception probability be-

comes smaller.

To address above low coverage problem, first, we set up

mathematical models to evaluate the delivery ratio and en-

ergy consumption for one broadcast task under a realistic

physical layer. Theoretical analysis reveals that the deliv-

ery ratio can be increased by lengthening forward nodes’

transmission radius, however, the energy consumption

will also increase. Hence, a tradeoff exists between increas-

ing network coverage and minimizing energy consump-

tion. We show how approximate radii can be computed

and propose a general formula to derive transmission radii

according to a required network coverage.

Next, we present our ‘‘redundant radius” scheme for

efficient broadcasting protocols that makes use of above

approximate radius calculation:

! First, after neighborhood information collection we

employ smaller neighborhood range to calculate broad-

cast tree.

! Second, we apply longer radius as actual transmission

radius which is based on derived approximate transmis-

sion radius to form a buffer zone that achieves the avail-

ability of logical links in the physical network.

We extend well-known centralized efficient protocols, BIP

[5] and DBIP [6], and their corresponding localized proto-

cols, LBIP [7] and LDBIP [8] by applying our ‘‘redundant

radius” scheme. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme

in achieving the required network coverage is confirmed

via both performance analysis and simulation study.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section

2, we give a literature review of the related work and pres-

ent the preliminaries and system model in Section 3. In

Section 4, the computation of approximate transmission

radii which balance the network coverage and energy con-

sumption are considered, while in Section 5, we propose

our ‘‘redundant radius” mechanism and extend four

efficient broadcasting protocols that make use of derived

target radius parameter. Then, Section 6 gives some exper-

imental results and validates the effectiveness of the pro-

posed scheme in improving network coverage. We finally

conclude in Section 7.

2. Related work

2.1. Physical layer effect

Our work has been inspired by recent research work in

[9–13]. Mineo Takai et al. [9] focused on the effects of

physical layer modeling on the performance evaluation of

higher layer protocols and has demonstrated the impor-

tance of the physical layer modeling even though the eval-

uated protocols do not directly interact with the physical

layer. The set of relevant factors at the physical layer in-

cludes signal reception, path loss, fading, interference and

noise computation, and preamble length.

Josh Broch et al. [10] targeted specially at the realistic

ad hoc networking environment and extended the ns-2

network simulator to accurately model the link and

Fig. 1. An example of tree-based broadcast protocol under ideal physical

layer model.

Fig. 2. Low coverage problem of tree-based efficient broadcast under a

realistic physical layer.

Fig. 3. The coverage redundancy comparison between omni and

directional antennas.
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physical layer behavior of the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN

standard, including a realistic wireless transmission chan-

nel model. They presented the performance comparison in

packet-level among four multi-hop wireless ad hoc net-

work routing protocols that cover a range of design

choices: DSDV, TORA, DSR, and AODV.

Stojmenovic et al. [11–13] presented guidelines on how

to design routing andbroadcasting in ad hoc and sensor net-

works taking physical layer impact into consideration. They

applied the log-normal shadow fadingmodel to represent a

realistic physical layer and derive the approximation for

probability pðdÞ of receiving a packet successfully as a func-

tion of distance d between two nodes. Since successful

reception is a random variable related to distance d, they

redefine the transmission radius r as the distance at which

pðrÞ ¼ 0:5. They proposed several localized routing schemes

for the casewhen position of destination is known, optimiz-

ing expected hop count (for hop by hop acknowledgement),

or maximizing the probability of delivery (when no

acknowledgements are sent). They considered localized

power aware routing schemesunder realistic physical layer.

Finally, theymentioned about the research for broadcasting

in ad hoc networkwith realistic physical layer andproposed

a concept of dominating sets to be used in broadcasting

process.

2.2. Reliable broadcast protocols

There is another interesting research direction for broad-

cast protocol design, where although energy efficiency may

also be taken into consideration, delivery ratio, i.e., network

coverage is the main metric to consider. As energy efficient

protocols aim to select minimum relay sets and radii which

have minimum coverage redundancy, if a relay node

assigned in constructed broadcast tree fails to receive a

packet, it has few chance to receive the packet again which

in turn causes the relay node fail to forward it to other areas.

Therefore, reliable protocols try to achieve good deliv-

ery ratio by keeping coverage redundancy in some level,

but at the expense of a significant energy consumption.

Basically, there are two types of reliable protocols [14].

One is node failure tolerance strategy where nodes are

required to send back acknowledgements (ACKs) upon

success receptions and if senders can not receive ACKs,

retransmissions will be scheduled or a new broadcast tree

could be calculated to choose alternative relay nodes

[15,16]. Another scheme is to increase the number of relay

nodes, i.e., increasing coverage areas. For example, Lou and

Wu [17] proposed Double-Covered Broadcast (DCB) which

selects relay nodes in such a way that not only every 2-hop

neighbor node is covered, but also that all 1-hop neighbor

nodes are covered by at least 2 forwarding nodes.

2.3. Broadcast oriented protocols

Among existing efficient protocols, broadcast oriented

protocols consider the broadcast process from a given

source node. Ingelrest et al. [18] investigated energy

efficiency problem for LMST and RNG based broadcast ori-

ented protocols and proposed optimal transmission radius

for them. However, they did not extend their work into

incremental power philosophy based protocols which are

well-known for their energy conserving. Moreover, the

crucial deficiency of their work is that they did not con-

sider the impact of realistic physical layer such as log-nor-

mal shadowing model, and MAC layer such as IEEE 802.11.

2.3.1. Incremental power philosophy

A broadcast tree is computed from a source node by

adding nodes one at a time. At each step, the less expensive

action to add a node is selected, either by increasing the ra-

dius of an already transmitting node, or by creating a new

emission from a passive one.

The classical example of incremental power philosophy

is BIP proposed by Wieselthier et al. [5] which exploits the

‘‘wireless broadcast advantage” property, namely the capa-

bility for a node to reach several neighbors by using a

transmission power level sufficient to reach the most dis-

tant one. BIP considers omni antennas, that is, a single

transmission is received by all the neighboring nodes lo-

cated within selected transmission range. At each step of

the tree-construction process, a single node is added; vari-

ables involved in computing cost (and incremental cost)

are transmitter powers. For adding a new node, we can

only have two choices: set up a new emission to reach a

new node or raise the length range of existing emission

to check whether there is a new node covered or not.

Fig. 4 shows a sample of BIP-based broadcast tree.

Directional Broadcast Incremental Power [6] (DBIP)

algorithm is another good instance which applies the

incremental power philosophy to network with directional

antennas. In DBIP, at each step of the tree-construction, a

single node is added, whereas variables involved in com-

puting cost (and incremental cost) are not only transmitter

power but beam width h as well. That means for adding a

new node, we can have more choices: set up a new direc-

tional antenna; raise the length range of beam; or enlarge

the beam width. Experimental results show that DBIP has

very good performance for energy saving.

However, both BIP and DBIP are centralized protocols in

which changes in topology must be propagated throughout

the network. Therefore, it is more ideal that each node can

decide its own behavior based only on the information from

nodeswithin a constant hopdistance. Suchdistributedalgo-

rithms and protocols are called localized schemes [19–23].

Fig. 4. A sample of BIP-based broadcast tree.
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2.3.2. Localized schemes

For a node v 2 V , the exact k-hop neighbor set, HkðvÞ, is

the set of nodes that is exactly k hops away from v and its

k-hop neighbor set, NkðvÞ ¼ fvg [ H1ðvÞ[ H2ðvÞ[; . . . ;[
HkðvÞ, is the set of nodes that is at most k hops away from

v. The k-hop location information of v ; LkðvÞ, is the location

of its k-hop neighbor set, NkðvÞ.

Each node extracts its own location information and

builds its k-hop location information by exchanging

ðk% 1Þ-hop location information with its neighbors via

‘‘Hello” messages. Therefore, k rounds of exchanges of the

accumulative neighbor set between neighbors are needed

to collect k-hop location information at node.

The source node s (the one that initiates the broadcast)

computes the broadcast tree with its k-hop location infor-

mation LkðsÞ and sends the broadcast packet B using new

computed transmission range, while including m% 1 hops

computed relay information and the mth hop relay nodes’

id in B. In addition, m can be different with k since during

broadcast tree computing nodes will reset their actual

transmission range rather than always applying constant

maximum transmission range.

For any node u who receives B for the first time, three

cases can happen:

! The packet contains both relay instructions for u and u’s

id. Node u will use these relay instructions to construct

its own local broadcast tree. Then, instead of starting

from an empty tree as s does, it extends the broadcast-

tree based on what source s has calculated for it. By this

way, the joint neighborhood nodes of s and u will use

the same spanning tree.

! The packet contains only relay instructions for u. Node u

will just follow these instructions to relay the packet.

! There are no relay instruction for u. In this case, node u

does nothing.

By employing localized scheme to BIP, the Localized Broad-

cast Incremental Power (LBIP [7]) brings results really close

to BIP which requires a global knowledge of the network to

achieve close performance. Similarly, by applying localized

scheme to DBIP, the Localized Directional Broadcast Incre-

mental Power (LDBIP [8]) algorithm provides close perfor-

mance to DBIP.

However, all the above broadcast schemes model net-

works as undirected graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ, where V is a set of

nodes and E is a set of wireless links. A link exists between

two nodes u and v if and only if their physical distance is

less than a transmission range r. If we consider a realistic

physical layer where link may not exist although their

physical distance is less than radius, existing protocols

should be redesigned.

3. Preliminaries and system models

3.1. Realistic physical layer

In wireless communication, basically the carrier wave

propagates messages through the direct optical ‘‘line of

sight” path between the radio transmitter and receiver.

However, in the real world, multipath [24] occurs when

there is more than one path available for radio signal prop-

agation. The phenomenon of reflection, diffraction and

scattering all give rise to additional radio propagation

paths. Reflections occur from the surface of the earth and

from buildings and walls. Diffraction occurs when the

radio path between the transmitter and receiver is ob-

structed by a surface that has sharp irregularities (edges).

Scattered waves are produced by rough surfaces, small

objects, or by other irregularities in the channel.

Because of multipath effect, the actual received signal

level is vector sum of all signals incident from any direc-

tion or angle of arrival. Some signals will aid the direct

path, while other signals will subtract (or tend to vector

cancel) from the direct signal path. Finally, the received

power levels may show significant variations which cause

success reception as statistic variable.

RF multipath problems can be mitigated in a number of

ways: radio system design, antenna system design, signal

or waveform design, building or environment design. How-

ever, multipath effect cannot be totally avoided.

Because of all kinds of physical layer factors, in reality

the received power level may show significant variations

around the area mean power [25]. Due to those variations,

the coverage area will deviate from a perfect circular shape

and consequently, some short links could disappear while

long links could emerge (Fig. 5).

There are research directions where researchers aim to

analyze realistic physical layer factors in detail and embed

them into upper layer protocol design. However, there are

three main considerations which prevent us working in

that way. Firstly, realistic physical layer factors are too

complicated to be modeled precisely and it is also not fea-

sible to capture the dynamic variation caused by them,

therefore up to now most researchers play with approxi-

mate mathematic models or make use of parameters to re-

flect the effects of those realistic physical layer factors.

Secondly, according to different MAC protocols realistic

physical layer effects can be also different. Thirdly, the

OSI layered protocol design model divides communication

work for each layer, therefore, employing complicated

representation of realistic physical layer effects into the

network layer design is not suitable and also not conve-

nient. In a word, although realistic physical layer effects

cannot be neglected, we still want to make use of some

simple parameters to effectively represent their effects to

facilitate network layer protocol design. Based on the

Fig. 5. Coverage comparison between ideal and realistic physical layer

models.
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guideline work of Stojmenovic et al. [11], we plan to use

the parameter of packet reception success probability ðpÞ

to reflect the loss rate caused by reception power variation.

Since there are several realistic physical layer models

and they have different properties, the packet success

reception probability ðpÞ under different physical layer

models is also different. The exact computation of the

packet reception probability p for use in routing and broad-

casting decision is a time-consuming process and is based

on several measurements (e.g. signal strengths, time de-

lays, and GPS) which may cause some errors. It is therefore

desirable to consider a reasonably accurate approximation

that will be fast for use. In this paper we employ the widely

used log-normal shadowing model [26], since Stojmenovic

et al. [27–29] have derived the approximation of p for that

model as a function of transmission radius r, reception dis-

tance d and packet length l.

3.2. MAC and link-layer model

As for link between nodes there exist two different

operating models [28].

! End-to-End Retransmissions (EER): where the individual

links do not provide link-layer retransmissions and error

recovery.

! Hop-by-Hop Retransmissions (HHR): where each indi-

vidual link provides reliable forwarding to the next

hop using localized packet retransmissions (when retry

limitation is reached, packets will be finally dropped).

Although HHR based MAC (Medium Access Control) proto-

cols do increase the packet reception success probability,

however, it is at the expense of retransmissions, i.e., energy

consumption. Also the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, which is

the emerging standard in wireless networks and widely

used, performs HHR for routing. However, if a packet is

broadcasted, neither acknowledgment nor retransmission

is carried out. Considering that our goal is to let existing

efficient broadcast protocols can still work well in realistic

environment, in this paper we focus on EER model.

3.3. Antenna model

We consider networks with not only omni antennas but

also directional antennas. The use of directional antennas

can permit energy savings and reduce interference by con-

centrating transmission energy where it is needed.

We use a directional antenna propagation model [29] as

shown in Fig. 6 where the antenna orientation u ð0 6

u < 2pÞ of node is defined as the angle measured

counter-clockwise from the horizontal axis to the antenna

boresight and the antenna directionality is specified as the

angle of beamwidth ð0 6 hf < 2pÞ. Table 1 shows the

antenna classification based on the above model.

In this paper we focus on the modestly directional an-

tenna which has the following characteristics:

! Beamwidth of each antenna cannot be adjusted, i.e., hf ,

is fixed for any node.

! Orientation of each antenna can be shifted to any

desired direction to provide connectivity to a subset of

the nodes that are within communication range.

! A single antenna beam is provided for each session in

which a node participates.

! Each node knows the precise locations of its potential

neighbors.

4. Analytical model

Our schemes are based on the observation that it is not

always suitable to minimize the transmission radius be-

cause coverage issue has been brought forward under real-

istic physical layer. Large transmission radius is helpful to

enhance coverage ratio, while it also causes large power

consumption. Indeed, there exists a trade-off between

achieving network coverage and maintaining energy effi-

ciency. Table 2 shows notations used in this paper.

4.1. Energy consumption model

For the analysis convenience, we assume that all pack-

ets are of the same size (number of bits). Given that a pack-

et is sent with transmission radius r and fixed beamwidth

hf , the amount of energy expended to transmit it is a func-

tion of r and hf . Besides that, the transmitter also spends

energy on signal processing which is independent of r

and hf . For each neighbor node within its transmission cov-

erage area, regardless of success reception, an overhead

due to signal processing upon the reception behavior

should also be taken into consideration and is also inde-

pendent of r and hf . Without loss of generality, assume that

there are n nodes within its transmission coverage area,

the overall energy consumption for one transmission could

be represented asFig. 6. Directional antenna propagation model.

Table 1

Antenna classification.

Omni directional Modestly directional Highly directional

Antenna Directionality Fixed beamwidth Fixed beamwidth Variable beamwidth

Antenna Orientation Unsteerable Steerable Steerable
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EðrÞ ¼ arb
hf

2p
þ bþ n' c; ð1Þ

where b is path loss and basically 2 6 b 6 6, and a, b and c

are technology-dependent positive constants. Normally,

the actual unit of energy consumption is Joules, however,

by multiplying a corresponding factor, the value of EðrÞ

can be converted into any given units.

In above model, there are three coefficients to deter-

mine, and for the convenience of analysis and with an

arbitrary unit, we obtain the equivalent form

EðrÞ ¼ rb
hf

2p
þ Ce þ n' Cr ; ð2Þ

where Ce denotes energy consumption for transmission

signal processing and Cr denotes overhead for packet

reception; for omni antennas, i.e., hf ¼ 2p, the model can

be simplified as

EðrÞ ¼ rb þ Ce þ n' Cr : ð3Þ

Since Ce and Cr are determined by a large number of fac-

tors, such as length of packets, the ability of single process-

ing and so on, the exact evaluation is quite challenging

[24]. Under present-day technology, a reasonable approxi-

mation of them is derived for omni antenna emission by

Rodoplu and Meng in their work [30], where when b is 4,

Ce is approximated as 108 and Cr can be about 2
3
' 108,

i.e., EðrÞ ¼ r4 þ 108 þ n' 2
3
' 108. The previous work in

[18] has proved that it is realistic and appropriate enough

to be used as a reference for theoretical analysis.

4.2. Computation of suitable transmission radius

Let us consider a rectangular area A where N nodes are

randomly placed. D is the network density defined as

D ¼ N ' pR2m
A

'
hf

2p where Rm is the maximum transmission

range and hf is the antenna beam. Assume in one broadcast

task, source node emits one packet with a transmission ra-

dius R1. There exist K % 1 consecutive forward nodes and

their neighbors’ packet reception probability values are

P1; P2; . . . ; PK%1. PK represents the packet reception proba-

bility value of last forward nodes’ neighbors. If forward

nodes cannot receive packets, there will be no more emis-

sion. Their own forwarding transmission radius values are

R2; . . . ;RK , respectively. For any node with transmission ra-

dius r, we can calculate its transmission neighborhood

density (average neighbors number), denoted by DðrÞ, as

DðrÞ ¼ D'
pr2'

hf
2p

pR2m'
hf
2p

¼ Dr2

R2m
.

On one hand, the total expected energy consumption,

denoted as E, will be

E ¼ Rb

1

hf

2p
þ Ce þ

DR2
1

R2
m

Cr

 !

þ P1 Rb

2

hf

2p
þ Ce þ

DR2
2

R2
m

Cr

 !

þ P1P2 Rb

3

hf

2p
þ Ce þ

DR2
3

R2
m

Cr

 !

þ ( ( (

þ P1P2; . . . ; PK%1 Rb

K

hf

2p
þ Ce þ

DR2
K

R2
m

Cr

 !

¼
X

K

i¼1

Y

i%1

j¼0

Pj

 !

Rb

i

hf

2p
þ Ce þ

DR2
i

R2
m

Cr

 !

; ð4Þ

where P0 ¼ 1.

On the other hand, the expected delivery ratio, denoted

as P, is

P ¼
P1

DR21
R2m

þ P1P2
DR22
R2m

þ ( ( ( þ P1; . . . ; PK
DR2K
R2m

N

¼

PK
i¼1

Q

i

j¼1

Pj

 !

DR2
i

R2m

N
: ð5Þ

Because of coverage redundancy, (as illustrated in Fig. 7,

node i with omni antennas is the neighbor of not only

source node s, but also forward node j), nodes can receive

a packet more than one time, therefore above calculation

has unexpected error range. In broadcast task, forward

nodes have critical roles in determining delivery ratio.

Since in our assumption forward nodes are consecutive

and dependent on each other to relay packets, we employ

P1P2; . . . ; PK%1PK ¼
QK

i¼1Pi as our approximate expected

delivery ratio for evaluation.

For the analysis convenience, let us consider one special

node deployment as illustrated in Fig. 8, where transmis-

sion radius values and packet reception probability values

of all forward nodes are the same, that is, P1 ¼ P2 ¼

( ( ( ¼ PK ¼ P;R1 ¼ R2 ¼ ( ( ( ¼ RK ¼ R. However, the analysis

conclusion based on this specific deployment is also

suitable for that on random deployment which will be

Table 2

Notations used in this paper.

Notation Description

b Path loss

N Total number of nodes in network

K Number of forward nodes (plus source node)

d Distance variable between two nodes

A Network area

hf Antenna beam width for any transmission session

D Network density

r Transmission radius variable for any forward node

DðrÞ Transmission coverage (average neighbor number with r)

Rm Maximum transmission range

Cr Energy overhead due to reception signal processing

Ce Energy overhead due to transmission signal processing

Ri Transmission radius value for ith forward node

p Packet reception probability variable function

Pi Packet reception probability value for ith forward node

P Expected delivery ratio for one broadcast task

E Total expected energy consumption for one broadcast task

Fig. 7. An example of coverage redundancy.
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shown in our simulation work. Given our specific deploy-

ment, the expected broadcast delivery ratio P ¼ PK and

Eq. (4) can be rewritten as

E ¼
X

K

i¼1

Y

i%1

j¼0

Pj

 !

Rb

i

hf

2p
þ Ce þ

DR2
i

R2
m

Cr

 !

¼ ð1þ P þ P2 þ ( ( ( þ PK%1Þ Rb hf

2p
þ Ce þ

DR2

R2
m

Cr

 !

¼

1%PK

1%P

Rbhf
2p þ Ce þ

DR2

R2m
Cr

! "

P – 1

K
Rbhf
2p þ Ce þ

DR2

R2m
Cr

! "

P ¼ 1

8

<

:

¼

1%PK

1%P

Rbhf
2p þ Ce þ

NpR2Cr

A

! "

P – 1

K
Rbhf
2p þ Ce þ

NpR2Cr

A

! "

P ¼ 1:

8

<

:

ð6Þ

When P ¼ 1 which is the ideal case with ideal physical

layer model, node will definitely receive packet success-

fully. When P – 1 which is the case with realistic physical

layer, our goal is to maximize the approximate delivery

ratio P and at the same time minimize the total expected

energy consumption E. That is

Maximize PK ;

Minimize 1%PK

1%P

Rbhf
2p þ Ce þ

NpR2Cr

A

! "

;

8

<

:

where R is the certain value of transmission radius r and P

is the value of packet reception probability p.

Stojmenovic et al. [27–29] derived the approximation

for p for log-normal shadowing physical layer as a function

of transmission radius r, reception distance d and packet

length l which is shown in Eq. (7)

p ¼

1%
d
rð Þ

qb

2
0 6 d < r;

2r%d
rð Þ

qb

2
r 6 d 6 2r;

0 others;

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

ð7Þ

where qb is the power attenuation factor and q depends on

l. They have also proved that when packet length l is 120

(bits) and path loss b ranges between 2 and 6 the error of

this model with q ¼ 2 can be restricted within 4%.

We employ the reference energy consumption model

(where b ¼ 4; Ce ¼ 108; Cr ¼
2
3
' 108 and hf ¼ 2p) presented

in the previous section and the above packet reception

probability model (where q ¼ 2) for analysis. Without lose

of generality, we assume that 29 nodes ðN ¼ 29Þ with 4

consecutive forward nodes (including source node, then

K ¼ 5) are deployed in the network as shown in Fig. 8. By

varying the network size we obtain three values for the

distances between consecutive forward nodes ðd ¼

50;100, and 150). Then we obtain P and E distributions

for the above three scenarios as shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

From them we can find that when we increase r to obtain

a high delivery ratio, the expected energy consumption is

Fig. 8. An example of special node deployment.
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Fig. 9. A sample of approximate delivery ratio.
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also increasing. Obviously, this observation is also applica-

ble to general case where distances between relays nodes

are different.

As for how and howmuch to increase radii, wemake the

following analysis. Suppose an application which is

required to guarantee the network coverage larger than a
while maintaining energy efficiency, we define the suitable

transmission radii as the minimal radii which can approxi-

mately achieve the broadcast delivery ratio no less than a.
Our special case in Fig. 8 is theworst casewhere the success-

ful reception of one relay node depends only on the previous

relay node and there is no overlapping (coverage redun-

dancy) on it. Therefore we could employ PK as approximate

delivery ratio in the worst case and extend to a general case

as PK
6 a ¼ Pg 6 1whereg is defined as reception exponent

and 0 6 g 6 K . When the coverage redundancy increases

the value of g should decreases. As for the coverage redun-

dancy, it can be affected bymany factors, such as properties

of different broadcast tree calculation algorithms, network

types (omni or directional antenna networks) and network

density. That is, the value of g is dependent on network set-

tings and should be determined by measurement. From

a ¼ Pg we obtain P ¼
ffiffiffi

ag
p

where P is the value of packet

reception probability p. Since p is a function of transmission

radius r and distance between nodes d, the computation of

suitable transmission radius will be transferred to calculate

the value of r when p ¼
ffiffiffi

ag
p

.

Fig. 11 shows a sample of packet reception probability p

where we can find that if r > d, the scope of p is [0.5 1];

otherwise, if r < d, the value of pwill be less than 0.5. Since

high delivery ratio definitely means aP 0:5 and therefore

p ¼
ffiffiffi

ag
p
P 0:5, we will only employ p ¼ 1% ðd=rÞqb=2 to

calculate the value of r. That is 1% ðd=rÞqb=2 ¼
ffiffiffi

ag
p

, then

we obtain r ¼ 2ð1%
ffiffiffi

ag
p

Þ
$ %%1=qb

d as suitable transmission

radius. To extend our analysis result to general case, we de-

fine target coefficient as d ¼ r=d ¼ 2ð1%
ffiffiffi

ag
p

Þ
$ %%1=qb

ðd > 1Þ

illustrated in Fig. 12. We can derive transmission radii

according to target coefficient d and different distances d

between all relay nodes.

In a word, rather than simply or randomly increasing

transmission radius we could choose suitable radius by

multiplying d with the target coefficient d which is derived

according to network coverage requirement.

Moreover, we consider not only networks with omni

antennas but also directional antennas. Since transmission

coverage redundancy of directional antennas is much few-

er than that of omni antennas, we should estimate larger g,
and then obtain larger target coefficient d for radius

determination.

5. Redundant radius broadcast protocols

In the previous section we investigated the mathematic

analysis for suitable transmission radius under a realistic

physical layer and derived the computation method for

it. Our goal now is to design efficient broadcasting proto-

cols with guaranteed network coverage by making use of

above analysis results.

5.1. Redundant radius scheme

In the previous section, we proposed to increase trans-

mission radius based on the distance d between relay nodes.

Therefore first we should decide relay nodes and the values

of d which means the broadcast tree calculation. Then we

should derive ‘‘target” radii from all d and target coefficient

d, for actual data transmission, to form a buffer zone that

guarantees the packet reception in the realistic physical

layer. We define this mechanism as redundant radius.

Suppose Rm is the maximum transmission range, we de-

fine an effective range Re as Rm=d. The set of nodes that are

reachable based on Re is called effective neighbor set which

will be used to calculate broadcast tree. In centralized pro-

tocols, all network nodes apply Re to reconstruct virtual

network topology; in localized protocols, forward nodes

apply Re to construct effective neighbor set. During broad-

cast tree calculation, we assume an ideal physical layer.

That is, a link exists between two nodes u and v if and only

if their distance is no more than transmission range r.

As shown in Fig. 13, suppose Rcalc represents the calcu-

lated transmission radius for node S (i.e., the distance d

between S and its furthest 1-hop neighbor node), in the
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redundant radius scheme we should apply longer radius

Ract ¼ d' Rcalc as actual transmission radius. The idea of

two transmission ranges is to use the ‘‘ring” which is the

area bounded by two circles with transmission ranges

Rcalc and Ract , as a buffer zone to nullify the bad effects

caused by realistic physical layer to validate the availabil-

ity of logical links in the physical network.

We present two kinds of protocols that employ our

redundant radius scheme (RRS):

! The first one is named RR-IP (Redundant Radius Incre-

mental Power Protocols) and its concept is to apply

RRS to incremental power philosophy based centralized

protocols.

! The second one is named RR-LIP (Redundant Radius

Localized Incremental Power Protocols) and these proto-

cols extend incremental power philosophy based local-

ized protocols.

5.2. RR-IP

The principle of incremental power philosophy is as fol-

lows. Source node calculates broadcast tree by adding

nodes one at a time. In networks with fixed beam width

antennas, at each step the less expensive action to add a

node is selected, either by increasing the radius of an exist-

ing emission beam or by creating a new emission beam

from a passive one. Omni antennas are special case of

directional antennas with 2p beam width. The classical

centralized protocols which employ incremental power

philosophy are BIP for networks with omni antennas and

DBIP for networks with directional antennas. The tree-con-

struction process of BIP and DBIP is explained in Figs. 14

and 15, respectively.

Fig. 16a shows a simple example in which the source

node 0 wants to add nodes 1, 2, and 3 to the tree. Node 1

is the closest to node 0, so it is added first; in (b), an anten-

na with beam width of hf is created between node 0 and

node 1. Then we must decide which node to add next

(node 2 or node 3), and which node (that is already in

the tree) should be its parent. In this example, the beam

from node 0 to node 1 can be extended to include both

node 1 and node 3 without setting up a new beam.

Compared to other choices of setting up a new beam from

node 0 to node 2, or from node 1 to node 2, this method has

minimum incremental power. Therefore, node 3 is added

next by increasing the communication range of node 0.

In (c), finally, node 2 must be added to the tree. Three pos-

sibilities are respectively to set up a new beam from node

0, node 1, or node 3. We assume that node 3 has the min-

imum distance to node 2. Then in (d) we set up a new

beam from node 3 to node 2.

Centralized protocols calculate broadcast tree on the

whole network nodes’ location information. Source node

includes all the forward nodes’ relay instructions into

packet. Each node that receives the packet for the first time

will check the packet. If a node finds relay instruction for

itself, this node will forward the packet.

We apply the Redundant Radius Scheme to centralized

protocols, such as BIP and DBIP. We modify some parts of

them, so that each node can increase its radius up to the

target radius when a retransmission is needed.

Source node s has to manage two tables, TðsÞ and T 0ðsÞ.

The first one, TðsÞ, stores the link information of the whole

network based on maximum transmission radius Rm. The

table T 0ðsÞ also stores link information while it’s based on

smaller effective range Re of Rm=d. Our RR-IP protocols cal-

culate broadcast tree with the table T 0ðsÞ. Suppose Rcalc rep-

resents the distance between emitting nodes in calculated

broadcast tree, RR-IP will employ longer Ract ¼ d' Rcalc as

actual transmission radius.

Fig. 13. Sketch map of redundant radius scheme.

Fig. 14. Pseudo code of BIP tree-construction.
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RR-BIP is corresponding to BIP and RR-DBIP is corre-

sponding to DBIP. Experimental results for them are given

in Section 6.

5.3. RR-LIP

The main idea of RR-LIP is to apply Redundant Radius

Scheme to localized incremental power philosophy based

protocols.

Fig. 17 shows the principle of localized algorithms.

Localized protocols calculate broadcast tree in a distrib-

uted way. Source node s first calculates localized broadcast

tree with its localized neighbors information and includes

forward instruction in packet. Node u which receives the

packet for the first time will check the packet. If a node

finds relay or rebroadcast instruction for it, this node will

forward packet, or set up its own localized neighbor infor-

mation and act as source node.

We apply the Redundant Radius Scheme to localized pro-

tocols, such as LBIP and LDBIP. We modify some parts of

them, so that each node increases its radius up to the target

radius when an emission is needed.

Any node u who is in charge of calculating localized

broadcast tree has to manage two tables, LTðuÞ and

LT 0ðuÞ. The first one, LTðuÞ, stores the link information

among neighbor nodes based on maximum transmission

radius Rm. The table LT 0ðuÞ also stores link information

of neighbor nodes while it is based on smaller effective

range Re of Rm=d. Our RR-LIP protocols calculate broadcast

tree with the table LT 0ðuÞ. Suppose Rcalc represents the dis-

tance between emitting nodes in calculated broadcast

tree, RR-LIP will employ longer Ract ¼ d' Rcalc as actual

transmission radius. RR-LBIP is corresponding to LBIP

and RR-LDBIP is to LDBIP. Experimental results are given

in next section.

6. Performance evaluation

In this section, we give experimental results for our pro-

posed protocols RR-IP and RR-LIP and comparisons with

existing protocols.

Fig. 15. Pseudo code of DBIP tree-construction.

Fig. 16. Example of DBIP tree-construction.
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6.1. Simulation settings

We use ns2 as our simulation tool and assume AT&T’s

Wave LAN PCMCIA card as the wireless node model with

parameters as listed in Table 3. As for system model, we

employ 802.11 MAC protocol and in physical layer we ap-

ply the shadowing model. Table 4 shows the parameters of

the shadowing model. It is clear that in centralized algo-

rithms broadcast tree-construction is based on the whole

network topology and in localized algorithms it is based

on local topology, such as 1 hop neighborhood local view

constructed by neighbors’ location information. In static

networks, in protocol initialization period each node floods

its location information to the whole network, the global

network information can then be achieved for centralized

algorithms; for localized algorithms, each node can just

broadcasts its information to neighbors with maximum

transmission radius. However, in mobile environment, it

is too difficult to get accurate global network topology, that

is, centralized algorithms are not suitable. It is well-known

that for localized algorithms mobile nodes can periodically

advertise their presence to neighbors and each node can

still grasp its neighborhood local view by collecting those

so called ‘‘Hello” messages. To improve the accuracy of

neighborhood local view, mobility management/tracking

schemes could be added, such as predictive neighborhood

tracking scheme which is proposed in our other work [31],

and then our scheme can still be utilized to determine re-

lay sets and corresponding radii. As our goal in this paper is

focusing on demonstrating the effectiveness of our scheme

in mitigating the poor network coverage problem caused

by realistic physical layer effects, nodes in our simulation

networks are static.

In addition, in our simulations the network is with fixed

size and nodes are always randomly placed. The number of

nodes is variable to obtain different network density. The

broadcast traffic rate is 1 packet per second with 64 bytes

per packet. Each packet is issued from a randomly selected

node. Simulation parameters are shown in Table 5.

To evaluate the network coverage of broadcast proto-

cols, we define the Broadcast Delivery Ratio (BDR) as the

average percentage of nodes in network that receive broad-

casted message from one broadcast task. Similarly, to evalu-

ate the energy efficiency of broadcast protocols, we define

the Energy Consumption Ratio (ECR) as the average energy

consumption for one broadcast task of the considered

Fig. 17. Localized algorithms.

Table 3

Parameters for wireless node model.

Items Value

Frequency 2.4 GHz

Maximum transmission range Rm 250 m

Maximum transmit power 0.2818 W

Receiving power Cr 0.395 W

Transmitting power Ce 0.660 W

Omni antenna receiver/transmitter gain 0 dB

Fixed beam width of directional antennas hf 60!

Directional antenna receiver/transmitter gain 12 dB

MAC protocol 802.11

Propagation model Shadowing

Table 4

Parameters for shadowing model.

Items Value

Path loss exponent 4.0

Gaussian random variable Zero mean and standard deviation as 4.0 dB

Seed for RNG 1

Reference distance 1.0 m

Table 5

Simulation parameters.

Items Value

Simulation Network Size 900 ' 900 m2

Simulation time 50 s

Packet size 64 Bytes

Transmission delay 25 ls

Broadcast traffic rate 1 packet/s
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protocol compared to the energy that would have been

spent by a blind flooding (each node retransmits once with

maximum emission range). The calculation of ECR on sim-

ulation results would be then:

ECR ¼
Eprotocol

Eflooding

' 100%; ð8Þ

where Eprotocol represents the consumed energy when

efficient broadcast scheme is applied, and Eflooding denotes

that when flooding is used. In addition, since topology

information is achieved during initialization period, when

the whole simulation time is long enough to make initial-

ization period neglectable, the initialization energy

consumption could then be neglected.

In the following performance evaluation work, we show

the BDR and ECR performance of each proposed protocol

respectively to verify our proposed RR-IP and RR-LIP in

guaranteeing the required network coverage a while keep-

ing energy efficiency.

6.2. Simulation results for RR-IP

Our redundant radius scheme (RRS) is to emit with ‘‘tar-

get” radii, i.e., obeying r=d ¼ d where d is target coefficient

and d is the distance between transmitter and receiver. By

applying RRS to incremental power philosophy based cen-

tralized protocols, we obtain RR-IP.

To verify the correctness of our choice for d, we vary

transmission radii with various coefficient r=d and observe

protocol performance in terms of packet delivery ratio and

energy consumption, which is shown in Figs. 18 and 20.

Specially, when r=d ¼ 1:0 the protocol keeps origin, and

its performance could be compared to that of our RR-IP.

The main task of our evaluation is to show that the

calculated ‘‘target” coefficient in our scheme for specific

network condition, e.g., with certain network density

(nodes number N) and required network coverage a, can
help the protocol RR-IP approximately achieve the

required a while among all r=d values which can achieve

network coverage more than a, our d causes minimum

energy consumption ðECRÞ. In addition, to make our dem-

onstration more clearly from Figs. 18 and 20 we pick the

performances when network density N ¼ 60 and 90 as

examples and make comparisons in Tables 6 and 7.

First, we show the effectiveness of redundant radius

scheme ðr=d > 1:0Þ on improving broadcast delivery ratio.

Figs. 18 and 20, respectively show BDRs of BIP and DBIP

with various r=d. It is obvious that when r=d > 1:0 the

BDR is higher than that when r=d ¼ 1:0. And as r=d in-

creases, the BDR value also increases. In dense networks

the BDR of original BIP ðr=d ¼ 1:0Þ is still less than 90%

and that of original DBIP is even less than 30%. However,

despite of network density the BDR of BIP with redundant

radius, i.e., r=d > 1:0, is almost larger than 90% and that of

DBIP with redundant radius is also more than 60%. As we

have analyzed in Section 4, the coverage redundancy of

networks with directional antennas is much less than that

of omni antennas. In Fig. 18 when r=d reaches 1.5, despite

of network density, the BDR value of BIP-based protocol is

almost 100%; however, in Fig. 20 that of DBIP-based proto-

col is only within 60–80%.

Next, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed

RR-IP protocol, i.e., employing target r=d of d, in achieving

the required network coverage a. We propose to determine

d as 2ð1%
ffiffiffi

ag
p

Þ
$ %%1=qb

and in our simulation b ¼ 4 and q ¼ 2

then d ¼ 2ð1%
ffiffiffi

ag
p

Þ
$ %%1=8

. Since RR-BIP is a centralized

protocol for omni antenna networks, we choose small

reception exponent g of around 0.4 in relatively scarce

networks ðN ¼ 60Þ and around 0.2 in relatively dense net-

works ðN ¼ 90Þ. As we have declared that larger g should

be estimated to achieve larger d for networks with direc-

tional antennas, for RR-DBIP we choose g around 45 when

N ¼ 60 and around 40 when N ¼ 90. According to the

required network coverage a we calculate the correspond-

ing target coefficient d, respectively in Figs. 19 and 21 and

check the corresponding BDR value when r=d ¼ d respec-

tively in Figs. 18 and 20. We make lists in Tables 6 and 7

for convenient comparison. From Tables 6 and 7 we can

see that by applying d calculated from the proposed

formula we can achieve the required delivery ratio and

the difference is limited within 0.022.
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Fig. 18. BDR observation for BIP with various r=d.

Table 6

BDR evaluation for RR-BIP.

N Choose Required Calculated BDR BDR% a
g a d

60 0.4 0.90 1.1 0.9032 0.0032

60 0.4 0.95 1.2 0.9665 0.0165

60 0.4 0.99 1.5 0.9984 0.0084

90 0.2 0.95 1.1 0.9712 0.0212

90 0.2 0.99 1.3 1.0000 0.0100

Table 7

BDR evaluation for RR-DBIP.

N Choose Required Calculated BDR BDR% a
g a d

60 45 0.96 )2.5 0.9627 0.0027

90 40 0.92 2.0 0.9360 0.0160

90 40 0.99 2.5 1.0000 0.0100
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Fig. 19. d calculation for RR-BIP.
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Fig. 20. BDR observation for DBIP with various r=d.
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Fig. 21. d calculation for RR-DBIP.
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Fig. 22. ECR observation for BIP with various r=d.
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Fig. 23. ECR observation for DBIP with various r=d.
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Fig. 24. BDR observation for LBIP with various r=d.
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Finally, we can argue that our proposal can serve as

suitable solution since with calculated target radii our pro-

tocols can approximately achieve the required network

coverage with minimal energy consumption. Fig. 22

displays the energy consumption of redundant BIP proto-

col with r=d values varying from 1.1 to 1.6. Fig. 23 displays

that of redundant DBIP with r=d values varying from 1.5 to

3.5. We can see that as r=d increases ECR always increases.

Therefore, the minimal value of r=d which can help

achieving required a should be suitable choice. In previous

analysis we have proved that the d computed based on our

proposed formula can fulfill above requirement which

means our solution is suitable.

6.3. Simulation results for RR-LIP

RR-LIP is the localized protocols which employ our RRS

scheme. RR-LBIP and RR-LDBIP are based on LBIP and

LDBIP, respectively.

Similarly, Figs. 24 and 26, respectively show that LBIP

and LDBIP with redundant radii, i.e., r=d > 1:0, have higher

Table 8

BDR evaluation for RR-LBIP.

N Choose Required Calculated BDR BDR% a
g a d

60 1.2 0.92 1.3 0.9229 0.0029

60 1.2 0.96 1.4 0.9592 0.0008

60 1.2 0.98 1.5 0.9686 0.0114

90 0.3 0.96 1.2 0.9480 0.0120

90 0.3 0.98 1.3 0.9956 0.0156

Table 9

BDR evaluation for RR-LDBIP.

N Choose Required Calculated BDR BDR% a
g a d

60 40 0.92 2.0 0.9240 0.0040

90 20 0.96 2.0 0.9733 0.0133

90 20 0.99 2.5 0.9955 0.0055
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Fig. 25. d calculation for RR-LBIP.
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Fig. 26. BDR observation for LDBIP with various r=d.
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Fig. 27. d calculation for RR-LDBIP.
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Fig. 28. ECR observation for LBIP with various r=d.
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BDR values than LBIP and LDBIP with r=d ¼ 1:0 which dem-

onstrates again the effectiveness of redundant radius

scheme in improving network coverage.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed local-

ized RR-LIP protocols, i.e., employing target r=d of d, in

achieving the required network coverage a, we make BDR

lists for RR-LBIP and RR-LDBIP in Tables 8 and 9, respec-

tively. In addition, the calculation of d for RR-LBIP and

RR-LDBIP is respectively shown in Figs. 25 and 27. They

show again that the d calculated from proposed formula

is also effective for localized broadcast protocols in achiev-

ing right the required BDR.

Figs. 28 and 29 demonstrate that in our localized proto-

cols as r=d increases basically ECR also increases. Since the

computed d based on our formula can help achieving right

the required a, it validates again that our solution is suit-

able to balance the required network coverage and energy

efficiency.

7. Conclusions

We presented the trade-off between improving net-

work coverage and minimizing energy consumption in

broadcasting operations. We then showed how the physi-

cal layer impacts the selection of transmission radius and

proposed the ‘‘redundant radius” scheme. The experimen-

tal results we have presented illustrate the effectiveness of

our scheme.

In our future work, we plan to represent the trade-off

between the two design metrics of energy efficiency and

network coverage more precisely as a bi-objective integra-

tion program model, that is, assign important factors a1

and a2ða1 þ a2 ¼ 1Þ for each of them. Formulations of two

metrics and an optimization problem could then be de-

fined and investigated.
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